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Abstract Article Info. 

           In this paper, the Mars orbital elements were calculated. These orbital 

elements—the major axis, the inclination (i), the longitude of the ascending node 

(), the argument of the perigee (), and the eccentricity (e)—are essential to 

knowing the size and shape of Mars' orbit. The quick basic program was used to 

calculate the orbital elements and distance of Mars from the Earth from 25/5/1950 

over 10000 days. These were calculated using the empirical formula of Meeus, 

which depended on the Julian date, which slightly changed for 10000 days; 

Kepler's equation was solved to find Mars' position and its distance from the Sun. 

The ecliptic and equatorial coordinates of Mars were calculated. The distance 

between Mars and the center of the Earth, in astronomical units (A.U.), was 

calculated. RM-E(min) was found to be between 0.4763 and 0.5108, and RM-

E(max) was found to be between 2.548 and 2.6259. Furthermore, the findings 

revealed that the Mars orbital elements have changed over time.  
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1. Introduction 
Mars is the fourth planet from the Sun; it is 1.52366231 A.U. from the Sun, with a 

diameter of about 4221 miles. Mars is famous as the Red Planet; it obtains its red color 

from the iron constituent of its soil. Mars has a thin cloudless atmosphere that allows a 

clear vision of the surface [1]. A solar day on Mars is almost the same length as the 

Earth’s [2]. The Mars orbit is the second roughly eccentric in the solar system, the first 

being that of Mercury. At perihelion, Mars is 206,655,215 km from the Sun, and at 

aphelion, it is 249,232,432 km, a change of just less than 42,600,000 km. The average 

distance from the Sun to Mars (called the semi-major axis) is 228 million km. Mars 

takes approximately 687 Earth days to complete one orbit. The orbit of Mars changes 

with the gravitational effect of the bodies around it so that the eccentricity can vary over 

time. As recently as 1.35 million years ago, Mars was in an almost circular orbit [3]. 

Mars has two natural satellites: Phobos (Orbital Semi major axis = 9377.2 km, orbital 

period= 0.318910 days and mass= 1.08 10
16

 kg) and Deimos (orbital semi-major axis 

equal 23463.2km, orbital period = 1.262441 days and mass = 1.80 10
15

 kg) [4]. In this 

work, a calculation to the Mars orbital elements was attended. 

 

2. Calculation of Mars Coordinate and Transformation between Coordinate 

Systems 
2.1. The Coordinate of the Sun and the Distance from the Sun  

Sun longitude in the era J1900.0 was 280.46, and the average of the Earth going 

about the Sun is 0.985647359
0 

per day (for equinox to equinox). The Sun mean 

longitude was given by Qureshi [5]: 
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T: The number of Julian centuries elapsed since midday of the beginning of 1
st 

January 

1900 [6]. 

T2: The number of Julian centuries elapsed since midday starting of 2000 as given by 

Montenbruck and Gill [7]. 

The equation of the center for the sun Cs is given by the following relationship 

[6]: 

                                       
                      

                                                                                                     

MS is the Sun's mean anomaly [8]:  

                                             
                                                 

                                                                                                                

True longitude of the Sun (𝜆𝑠) can be calculated by the following equation [6]: 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

For more accuracy some corrections are to be applied to (𝜆𝑠) [6]: 

                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                    

                                                       

                                                                                                                    

Applying the corrections to (𝜆𝑠) as: 

                                                                                                                                            

Without error the Sun latitude (βs) can be counted zero as it stays on the ecliptic. 

The Sun's true anomaly fs is given as [6]: 

                                                                                                                                            

The distance among the Earth center of the Sun, given in Astronomical Units 

(A.U.), as [6]: 

   
                   

              
                                                                                                     

e represents the eccentricity of the Earth path computed as [6]: 

                                                                                              

For additional precision some corrections are added to (R𝑠) [6]: 
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where: 

                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

2.2. Mars Distance and Position from the Sun 
  The distance and position of Mars from the Sun are calculated by the orbital 

elements required to identify any orbit, which is calculated in the classical two-body 

systems. Six parameters are applied in astronomy and orbital mechanics: eccentricity 

(e), the semi-major axis (a) that represents the size and shape of the orbit, inclination (i), 

which is known as the perpendicular tilt of the ellipse orbit according to the reference 

surface which is measured from the ascending node, longitude of ascending node (Ω) 

which is the point where the orbit of the object passes through the plane of reference. 

Argument of perigee (ω) defined as the direction of the ellipse in the orbital plane, 

which represents the angle measured from ascending node to the semi-major axis, and 

the mean anomaly (M) denoting the location of the orbiting over the ellipse at definite 

period [9]. The elliptical orbital elements for Mars can be calculated from the following 

equation [6]: 

                                                                                                

where  

L = Mars mean longitude. 

                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                              

                                                                                                         

                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                           
 

                                                                                                                                           

where  

M = The Mar’s mean anomaly which is used to compute the eccentric anomaly (E) 

using Kepler equation [10]: 

                                                                                                                                       

e is the transformation unit from radians into degrees when E and M in degrees. 

     
   

 
 

The distance from the Sun to Mars is calculated as [6]: 

                                                                                                                                     

The true anomaly (f) of Mars is calculated using the following equation [10]: 

   
 

 
 √
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2.3. Coordinates of Mars from Earth 

Argument latitude of Mars was computed as [6]: 

                                                                                                                                  

The ecliptic longitude (L') of Mars was computed as [6]:                                             

                                                                                                                              

Mars ecliptic latitude (bM) was computed as [8]: 

                                                                                                                                     

Then Mars’s geocentric longitude (λM) is:  

                
                 

                   
      

 

  
                                                          

Sun ecliptic coordinate (λS,bS) and ecliptic coordinate of Mars (λM,bM) must be 

transformed to equatorial coordinate (αS,δS)  and (αM,δM),  respectively using the 

following equation [8]: 

      
                         

    
                                                                                              

and 

                                                                                                                        

 

2.4. Mars Distance and Position from the Earth 
The distance of Mars and its location from Earth can be calculated from the 

following equation (Eq.(34)) [8]: 

       
      

                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                        

                 
  

  
                                                                                                                    

Another method can be used to find the distance of Mars from Earth, as          

shown [11]: 
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            √                                                          
              

 

3. Results and Discussion 
The quick basic program was used to calculate the orbital elements and distance 

of Mars from the Earth from 25/5/1950 over 10000 days. The Excel program was used 

to draw the results. Table 1 lists the values of orbital elements and Julian date for one 

period. Fig.1 (A-D) illustrates the relationship between the Julian date on the X-axis, 

and the orbital elements, on the Y-axis. The inclination (i) decreased by 0.0005% 

through one period, as shown in Fig.1(A), the argument of the perigee(ω) increased by 

0.006% through one period, as shown in Fig.1(B), the longitude of ascending node (Ω) 

increased by 0.02% through one period as shown in Fig.1(C), the mean longitude of the 

planet (L) increased by 2.03% through one period as shown in Fig.1(D), the 

eccentricity(e) increased by 0.001% through one period as shown in Fig.1(E), while the 

semi-major axis (a) was constant throughout the period. The orbital elements of Mars 

change periodically with time because the eccentricity of Mars is greater than that of 

other planets, except for Mercury, which causes a difference between the aphelion and 

perihelion distances; also, the distance of Mars from other planets affects the orbit of 

Mars. The equatorial coordinates were calculated. The declination (δ) of Mars was 

plotted with Julian date over 10000 days, as shown in Fig.2. The results showed that the 

values of were δmin = (-25.9486, -26.9484), and that of δmax = (23.1163, 24.82). The 

results of the declination of the Earth's effect on Mars were not cumulative, but after 

several cycles, it returned to its actual orbit; peaks occurred when the Earth passed in 

front of Mars. The right ascension (α) for Mars was plotted against Julian date during 

10000 days, as shown in Fig.3. The results showed that αmin = (0.0, 0.733), αmax = 

(23.2667, 23.8). The results showed that the angle of right ascension changes not only 

because of the rotation of the planet but also because of the point of the vernal equinox 

and the occurrence of secondary peaks in the passage of the Earth in front of the planet 

Mars. This was noticed by backing off because of the speed of the Earth. The distance 

between the centre of the Earth and Mars was calculated with a mean value of (2.60375 

A.U.), as shown in Fig.4. When the Earth is in the aphelion and Mars near the 

perihelion, the closest distance to Mars from Earth was (0.4763 A.U.) at the date 

(2440123.5). 
 

Table 1: The values of Orbital elements and Julian Date for one period. 

JD L a i ꞷ Ω e10
-2

 

2433443.5 228.9609375 1.52368832 1.85375762 285.3963928 49.99798203 0.93359 

2433444.5 229.484375 1.52368832 1.8537575 285.3963928 49.9979744 0.933593 

2433445.5 230.0087891 1.52368832 1.85375726 285.3964233 49.99796677 0.93359 

2433446.5 230.5332031 1.52368832 1.85375702 285.3964539 49.99795914 0.933593 

2433447.5 231.0566406 1.52368832 1.85375679 285.3964539 49.99795151 0.93359 

2433448.5 231.5810547 1.52368832 1.85375655 285.3964844 49.99794388 0.933593 

2433449.5 232.1054688 1.52368832 1.85375631 285.3965149 49.99793243 0.93359 

2433450.5 232.6289063 1.52368832 1.85375607 285.3965149 49.9979248 0.933593 

2433451.5 233.1533203 1.52368832 1.85375583 285.3965454 49.99791718 0.93359 

2433452.5 233.6777344 1.52368832 1.85375571 285.3965759 49.99790955 0.933593 
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2433453.5 234.2011719 1.52368832 1.85375547 285.3965759 49.99790192 0.93359 

2433454.5 234.7255859 1.52368832 1.85375524 285.3966065 49.99789429 0.933593 

2433455.5 235.2490234 1.52368832 1.853755 285.396637 49.99788666 0.93359 

2433456.5 235.7734375 1.52368832 1.85375476 285.396637 49.99787903 0.933593 

2433457.5 236.2978516 1.52368832 1.85375452 285.3966675 49.9978714 0.93359 

2433458.5 236.8212891 1.52368832 1.85375428 285.396698 49.99785995 0.933593 

 

 

 

Figure 1: (A,B,C,D and E) The orbital element (I, ω , Ω L,e) as a function of Julia day  

for10000 days . 
 

 
Figure 2: The change of the Mars declination with Julia date during 10000 days . 

A B 

C D 

E 
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Figure 3: The change  of the Mars right ascension with  Julia date during 10000 days. 

 

 
Figure 4: The change of the Mars  distance from the Earth with  Julia date during 10000 

days. 

 

4. Conclusions 
The orbital elements of Mars change with time and may have an effect on its orbit 

in the future. The equatorial coordinates of Mars were computed to be δmin = (-25.9486, 

-26.9484), δmax = (23.1163, 24.82) and αmin = (0.0, 0.733), αmax = (23.2667, 23.8). The 

distance of Mars from the Earth, with a mean value of (2.60375 A.U.), changed after 

many periods under the influence of the perturbation of other bodies. 
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حساب المسافة تيه كوكة المريخ والارض والعىاصر المذارية لكوكة المريخ مع التاريخ 

 الجولياوي

يعرب قحطانعطارد 
1 

 ، تغذاد، العشاقجاهعح تغذاد ،العلىمكلٍح  ،والفضاءقسن الفلك 1 

 الخلاصة
العناصر . عشفح شكل وحجن هذاس الوشٌخذن فً هزا الثحث حساب العٌاصش الوذاسٌح لكىكة الوشٌخ وهزٍ العٌاصش ضشوسٌح لو

والشزور الوشكضي الرً ذن حساتها تاسرخذام الوعادلاخ الرجشٌثٍح   ،دالح الحضٍضهي  المحور الرئيسي، الميل، خط طول العقدة الصاعدة، 

حل هعادلح كثلش لإٌجاد هىقع و تعذ الوشٌخ تم .يوم  1000تشكل طفٍف ولوذج  والرً ذغٍشخ الراتعح لوٍىص الرً ذعروذ على الراسٌخ الجىلٍاًً

تالىحذج  وحساب المسافة تين مركز الارض وكوكة المريخ . وذن حساب الاحذاثٍاخ الثشوجٍح  والاسرىائٍح لكىكة الوشٌخ .عي الشوس

كما . RM-E(max )(2.6259و 2.548(وتين , RM-E(min) )0.5108و 0.4763(واظهشخ الٌرائج اى القٍن ذرشاوح تٍي  )  A.U( الفلكٍح

 .الٌرائج أى العٌاصش الوذاسٌح للوشٌخ ذرغٍش توشوس الىقد عثش سٌىاخ عذٌذج تينت

 


